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Preparing our return to the pool

This time has been incredibly challenging for everyone involved, but we 
appreciate the support of our families.

USA Swimming and Oklahoma Swimming have been regularly in 
contact with us to discuss next steps. With that, we have many updates 
to share with you.

The KMSC coaching staff is excited to return to 
the pool, though we are also working carefully to 
ensure the safety and health of our athletes and 
families.



Long-course season

One of USA Swimming’s main concerns during this pandemic is to ensure 
fairness across the country. 
Even within our state, not all teams will return to the pool at the same time. 
USA Swimming does not want to create an environment in which swimmers, 
coaches or families feel pressured to return to the pool before it is deemed 
safe in their communities.

Therefore, Oklahoma Swimming made the decision last week to cancel OKS 
State Champs and Division II Championships for this summer. Additionally, it 
will not be sanctioning any meets. 

Competitions this summer will be limited to intrasquad meets – similar to 
Marlin Mini Meets -- and virtual dual meets.



Long-course season

With this in mind, KMSC will ease its way back into the water. There is no 
rush! We want to avoid injuries after this prolonged break. Our goals this 
summer will include:
• Keeping athletes motivated without regular competitions. For those who 

thrive on racing, this will be more challenging.
• Vary training and offer opportunities to race in practices. 
• This is a great opportunity for swimmers to focus on the process without 

getting caught up on times at meets. 
• Technique, technique, technique, especially for our developing swimmers.
• Looking ahead: we expect meets will begin earlier in September, depending 

on the current Covid-19 situation. 



Where we are now: Phase 1

• On May 1, the state reopened gyms as part of phase 1. 
• We’ve offered open lap swim to Senior & SD since May 1 as a way to 

get swimmers back in water and test protocols for practices. 
• Given us the chance to test protocols leading up to phase 2.



What’s next: Phase 2

• On May 15, the state enters phase 2 of its reopening plan.
• Phase 2 allows youth sports to resume with social distancing 

restrictions.
• These restrictions will significantly impact practices: limits on number 

of swimmers in each lane and who can be in the facility. 
• Each facility may have its own rules and guidelines.



Team practices beginning May 18

Beginning Mon., May 18, we’ll be offering the following practices:
• Senior, SD, and Purple swimmers of ALL ages will be able to swim at LH for 

organized practices.
• Senior, SD, and Purple swimmers ages 12 & OLDER will be able to practice 

at the Mitch Park and Stillwater YMCAs. No exceptions!
• Due to age restrictions at some facilities and the complexities of adding 

more swimmers to our current schedule, we will NOT be offering practices 
to Ivory, Sapphire, Onyx, Prep and Pre Prep until June.

• All practices will be shorter at this time as we work to accommodate as 
many swimmers as possible.



Team practices: When will our groups begin?

• We anticipate that the Y will allow swimmers under the age of 12 into 
its facilities in early June. 

• Additionally, we hope to have two swimmers per lane at that time.
• This will allow us to bring more groups back to the pool.

Keep in mind: All of this is dependent on local guidelines and facility 
restrictions. As we’ve seen frequently, the situation and decisions made 
can change in a moment’s notice.



Team practices: Signing up

• When practices do resume for your groups, swimmers MUST sign up ahead 
of time to practice as we will have restrictions on how many swimmers can 
attend each practice. (Instructions to come.)

• For example, right now, we can only offer 1 slot per lane per session.
• Siblings may share a lane: up to 3 at LH; up to 2 at both YMCAs.
• Do NOT show up without signing up. Swimmers will be sent home.
• Please avoid a NO SHOW! If you sign up, commit. If you have to cancel, go 

online and remove your name.
• We will reduce the # of practices swimmers can attend each week, to 

ensure everyone has a couple of opportunities to practice.
• Remember, our goal right now is to ease back into the water. There’s no 

rush!



Team practices: Protocols at ALL pools
• You’re encouraged to wear a mask into the facility.
• Do NOT come to the pool if you’re feeling ill, are running a fever, or have been around others who have been 

sick. If you appear sick when you arrive, you’ll be sent home.
• You may only come to the facility for your designated practice time. Parents – swimmers should arrive about 

5-10 minutes before their assigned time and should be walking out within 5-10 minutes of their end time.
• Siblings practicing at different times may not wait at the facility for one another.
• Wear your swimsuit & leave in your swimsuit. 
• Bring in only what you need: kickboard, cap & goggles, towel. We’ll add other equipment later.
• Place belongings in spot on bleachers or chair. Take care to keep it tidy rather than spreading it out.
• Maintain proper social distancing with teammates and coaches. 
• Though we’d love to chat and catch up, you’ll need to quickly gather your items at the end of your practice 

time so we may prepare the pool for the next group.
• NO parents will be permitted in the spectator areas. 



Team practices: Protocol at Mitch Park

• Swimmers/parents MUST sign a waiver with the Y before swimmers may practice.
• The North pool entrance will be closed.
• Parents may drop off swimmers in the parking lot near the slide, then swimmers can 

proceed to the Y’s MAIN entrance. All swimmers MUST enter through the Y’s main 
entrance (not the pool lobby). Swimmers will have their temperature checked. 

• Parents – please make sure your child passes the temperature check before leaving.
• Swimmers may then proceed to the pool area. Do NOT use the locker rooms. Arrive in 

your swimsuit.
• There will be an area on deck near the blue bleachers where swimmers will wait for their 

practice time. Do NOT arrive more than 10 minutes early.
• After practice, swimmers will exit through the leisure pool area, go through the double 

Fire Exit doors, and proceed to the Y’s main entrance. 
• Parents may wish to park closer to the North entrance for pick up. Swimmers can walk 

along the sidewalk to the parking lot.



Team practices: Protocol at Stillwater

• Swimmers/parents MUST sign a waiver with the Y before swimmers 
may practice.

• All swimmers must enter/exit through the Y’s main entrance. 
Swimmers will have their temperature taken before entering. Parents 
should wait for swimmers to be admitted before leaving.

• Swimmers should place their gear on the chair provided for each lane.
• Parents can drop off swimmers in the front drive.
• For pick up, parents are encouraged to park in the South lot and wait 

for their swimmer to walk to them.



How to sign up for practices

• Log into www.kingmarlin.com
• Click on the Meets/Events tab
• Find the Event that is labeled for the 

upcoming week and for your child’s 
practice group. 

• Click the Job Signup button.



How to sign up for practices

• Scroll through to see the days of 
the week, followed by practice 
times available for each day.

• Find a time for your child with an 
open slot.

• Click the box next to the open slot. 
Repeat this for different days, if 
desired.

• Scroll to the bottom and click Sign 
up.



How to sign up for practices

• In the popup box, enter your child’s name. If you have siblings 
who are sharing a lane, enter those names here. Remember, 
only two siblings per lane at Mitch and Stillwater Ys.

• Click the Sign up button to finish.



How to sign up for practices

• We will send an email toward the end of the week with a day/time 
when the Sign up will go live. 

• When the Sign up goes live, you may log in and sign up your child for 
practices. 

• Early bird gets the worm! If you have a desired day/time, we 
recommend you sign up as soon as it is live. Spots have filled quickly 
for our Senior/SD times.

• We will have limits on the number of practices each child can attend 
during the week. This is to ensure all swimmers have the opportunity 
to practice with our reduced lane space. We’ll share those limits 
before June.



How to remove your signup

We know there may be times you sign up your child but then need to 
make a change. Please do so as soon as you are aware of a conflict, so 
others may utilize the slot.
• Return to the Job Signup screen.
• Find your child’s name for the day/time you need to change. 
• Click on the box next to your child’s name. 
• Scroll to the bottom of the webpage and click Remove Signup.



Looking ahead: Practices in June

• KMSC will be monitoring local and state guidelines as we determine 
how to structure practices in June and beyond. 

• Our hope is to allow two swimmers per lane in early June and expand 
practices to include ALL groups.

• USA Swimming has provided several models on how to add swimmers 
per lane with some social distancing. We’ll explore those as 
restrictions are eased.

• Even with the best prepping and planning, we know that the situation 
can change quickly. Please be patient with us as we navigate the 
situation and new challenges.


